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DESCRIPTION 

 

Companies that provide paid leave as a benefit may differ in the way they handle unused paid 

leave especially for employees who are leaving the organization. Some companies may offer 

their employees the option to convert unused leave time to cash. Other companies require the 

employees to use their paid leave balances; otherwise, these will be forfeited. AccountMate’s 

Convert/Adjust Unused Paid Leave function allows you either to convert unused paid leave 

to cash or to make an adjustment to unused paid leave due to forfeiture of paid leave balances 

or under/over accumulation of unused paid leaves. 

 

This document explains the differences between converting unused paid leave to cash and 

adjusting an unused paid leave balance. It also discusses the additional procedures to be 

performed after converting unused paid leave to cash. 

 

SOLUTION 

 

The table below discusses the differences between conversion of unused paid leave to cash and 

adjustment of unused paid leave balance. 

 

Conversion to Cash Adjustment 

If you choose the “Convert to Cash” option 

in the Convert/Adjust Unused Paid 

Leave function, you can enter only a 

positive value in the “Hrs” column. 

If you choose the “Adjust Hours” option in the 

Convert/Adjust Unused Paid Leave 

function, you can enter either a negative or 

positive value in the “Hrs” column. 

Converting to cash the unused paid leave 

results in a decrease in the Paid Leave 

YTD Adjusted value. 

 

 

Making a positive adjustment to unused paid 

leaves increases the Paid Leave YTD 

Adjusted value. Recording a negative 

adjustment decreases the Paid Leave YTD 

Adjusted value. 



Note: In AccountMate 11.1 for 

SQL/Express and lower versions as well as 

AccountMate for LAN versions the YTD 

Adjusted field is inexistent. Converting to 

cash the unused paid leave results in an 

increase in the Paid Leave YTD Used 

value. 

Note: In AccountMate 11.1 for SQL/Express 

and lower versions as well as AccountMate for 

LAN versions the YTD Adjusted field is 

inexistent. Recording a positive adjustment to 

unused paid leaves results in an increase in 

the Paid Leave YTD Accumulated value. 

Recording a negative adjustment to unused 

paid leaves results in an increase in the Paid 

Leave YTD Used value. 

Converting to cash the unused paid leaves 

results in a decrease in the Paid Leave 

Balance. 

Recording a positive adjustment increases the 

Paid Leave Balance. Making a negative 

adjustment decreases the Paid Leave Balance. 

Recording a cash conversion of unused 

paid leaves creates an additional payment 

record. In addition, you can process apply 

payment/payroll transaction for the 

additional payment and ultimately prints a 

check for the employee who opts to 

convert the unused paid leave balance to 

cash. 

Recording an adjustment to unused paid leave 

does not create any additional payment 

record. 

 

 

The information in this document can help you better understand the effects on the paid leave 

values and balances when unused paid leaves are converted to cash or adjusted.  
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